Actus Digital is the leading provider of Intelligent Monitoring solutions for affordable Compliance-Logging, Aircheck Recording, and QA Monitoring with QoE and QoS Alerting. Actus Multiviewers won Best-of-Show at NAB24, with innovative features combining ATSC3/1 OTA, OTT, and baseband. Actus will showcase products that set the standard for broadcast technical monitoring.

Contact Information: Ken Rubin, kenrubin@actusdigital.com

- All-in-one solution for both ATSC 1.0 and ATSC 3.0 (MMT & ROUTE)
- Additional HDR capabilities with Advanced HDR by Technicolor, HDR10+, Dolby Vision and the support of the NBC Look Up Tables (LUTs)
- Integration of Verance Watermarking for audience measurement
- Support for Next-Gen Audio including Dolby Atmos over AC4 and MPEG-H

Contact Information: Robin Herin, r.herin@ateme.com

Comark assists customers with the complex navigation of equipment selection, integration services, and field deployments of ATSC 3.0 / NEXTGEN TV solutions. With our key technology partners, Comark can custom tailor the end-to-end equipment solution necessary to get your station on the air and producing new digital revenues.

Contact Information: Mike Roosa, mroosa@comarktv.com

Digital Alert Systems provides hardware and software solutions for Next Generation Warning Systems, including ATSC 3.0 Advanced Emergency Information, Emergency Alert System compliance, and virtual management tools for NEXTGEN TV. These technologies extend urgent messaging capabilities into newsrooms and other revenue-generating services.

Contact Information: Edward Czarnecki, ed.czarnecki@verizon.net

See our latest development in ATSC3.0, including advanced apps and broadband delivery, advanced support for GPS, AC-4 support on the encoder, and Hydra-TSP ATSC3.0 translator with edge transcoding/Rebrander capability.

Live demonstration of OX-1’s Secure STLTP over SRT/RIST delivery with support for SFN.

Argus real time network monitoring systems with intuitive animated interface and configurable logging.

Contact Information: Benitius Handjojo, bhandjojo@dtvinnovations.com

EITV USA is a leading provider of next generation TV broadcast platform solutions and services. For the ATSC 3.0 standard we provide the following solutions: Broadcast App Automation Suite, Lab Station and Analyzer Box.

Contact Information: Rodrigo Araujo, rodrigo@eitvusa.com
Eon Media: Monetize Video Archives, Maximize Brands’ ROI

- **eonArchivesAI**: Transforming decades of media archives into valuable, monetizable assets with AI. Features intuitive insights, digital storefronts, and top-tier content security (visible/invisible watermarking, content tracking).
- **eonExtract**: Offering accurate, real-time brand ROI insights, optimizing brand exposure, and converting metadata into powerful ROI strategies.

**Contact Information: Ashish Agrawal, ashish@eonmedia.ai**

There has been an Emergency Alerting Service, but the service is limited to mobiles and TVs with few spoken languages. EQ4ALL will demonstrate how ATSC can be used to deliver emergency alert messages in ASL, the primary language for many Deaf Americans, directly to TVs and automobiles.

**Contact Information: Kevin Lee, kevinlee@eq4all.co.kr**

GatesAir, Inc. showcases ATSC 3.0-ready PMTX-70U outdoor transmitter system and XTE exciter demo unit. Visit our table to learn more about our products and services, including broadcast transmitter equipment and services for a global audience.

**Contact Information: Mark Voorhees, Mark.Voorhees@gatesair.com and Steven Rossiter, Steven.Rossiter@gatesair.com**

Stop by our desk for a demo of the latest NextGen broadcast applications developed for leading broadcasters covering new advertising products and Dynamic Ad Insertion, content promotion and monetization, new engagement models, interactive services and real-time monitoring. We will also showcase the NBC-Telemundo app recently awarded “Product of the Year” at the NAB in Vegas!

**Contact Information: Stefano Urbani, stefano.urbani@finconsgroup.com**

Visit Harmonic & HVS to learn about new innovations including ATSC 1.0 and 3.0 evolution for broadcast distribution, along with product updates and partner integrations that will help you set the bar for premium streaming and broadcast services.

**Harmonic Contact Information:**
Tony Short, Tony.Short@harmonicinc.com,

**Heartland Contact Information:**
Alex Hudgins, ahudgins@hvs-inc.com

HDR10+ Technologies LLC will demonstrate HDR10+ in a real-world sports broadcasting scenario and describe how it delivers optimal results to displays of differing levels of performance. Broadcasters can simply turn it on at no additional cost and with no impact on workflow.

**Contact Information:**
Paul Hearty, paul.hearty@samsung.com and Marc Finer, mfiner@comm-res-inc.com
**Hewlett Packard Enterprise**

Kathrein Broadcast specializes in Broadband TV and FM Broadcast Systems, along with a complete Ground-to-Air and directional antenna line covering 30-960 MHz. We also provide installation services along with repairs, maintenance, plumb and tension, and tower modification capabilities. We will display a number of our ATSC 3.0 ready antennas.

*Contact Information:* Les Kutasi, les.kutasi@kathrein-bca.com

---

**Kathrein**

The Integrated Public Alert & Warning System (IPAWS) is FEMA’s national system for local alerting that provides authenticated emergency and life-saving information to the public. FEMA and IPAWS support the Next Generation Warning System Grant Program (NGWSGP) which will enable public television broadcasters to upgrade to ATSC 3.0.

*Contact Information:* [fema-ipaws-stakeholder-engagement@fema.dhs.gov](mailto:fema-ipaws-stakeholder-engagement@fema.dhs.gov)

---

**Leeward Software**

Leeward Software merges two formidable innovators in real-time network monitoring, control, and asset management: MNC Software and SuiteLife Systems. Leeward Software will showcase its Axess, Mosaic, and Tessera software and GPX Pro hardware, which put every process, domain, and facility under intuitive and customizable single-pane-of-glass monitoring, control, and management.

*Contact Information:* Ken Thomas, kthomas@leewardsoft.com

---

**Mirakulo**

Mirakulo is a company fully dedicated to Hybrid TV services (OTA + OTT). Our software and services provide customers with disruptive business models, such as high precision Dynamic Ad Insertion in free-to-air signals, as well as regulatory standards implementation stack for ISDB-T and TV 3.0 / ATSC 3.0 (available soon).

*Contact Information:* Osamu Yamaguchi, osamu.yamaguchi@mirakulo.com

---

**Nexus Connect**

Nexus Connect marketplace is a dynamic ecosystem that brings together industry players to create, share, and monetize innovative applications and services for NextGenTV. It serves as a hub for broadcasters, content creators, advertisers, and technology providers to collaborate and deliver immersive, interactive, and personalized experiences to viewers.

*Contact Information:* Josh Weiss, jweiss@arkmulticasting.com

---

**ROHDE & SCHWARZ**

Rohde & Schwarz: The new R&S TE1 is an ATSC 3.0 native high-power transmitter designed to meet the ever-evolving requirements of the broadcast industry, along with a newly introduced Remote Transmitter Monitoring, the R&S RMTX, that delivers real-time diagnostic, guidance and rapid response, minimizing downtime and enhancing operating efficiency.

*Contact Information:* Walt Gumbert, walt.gumbert@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com
**Synamedia**

Synamedia’s ATSC 3.0 solution features our industry-leading video quality (VQ)-based compression optimization and delivers unique in-house statistical multiplexing in the DASH domain. Our Media Edge Gateway (MEG) provides reception and processing of ATSC 3.0 and ATSC 1.0 signals providing a single box solution to ATSC decode and collection needs.

**Contact Information:** Gerald Hensley, GHensley@synamedia.com

---

**Televes USA**

Televes USA will highlight our ATSC 3.0 Transmission, Test and OTA reception solutions. Check out our Hexylon Portable Analyzer, RCS long term monitoring platform and Broadcast Transmitters including our “Industry Best SFN Gap Fillers” Televes will also show our latest Repack Ready TV antennas plus SmartKom and AvantX OTA processor/amplifiers.

**Contact Information:** Javier Ruano, jruano@televes.com

---

**TitanTV**

TitanTV’s award-winning MediaStar scheduling tool continues to evolve to incorporate the enhanced set of available ATSC 3.0-specific features such as, “Start Over” capability, VOD flags, HDR, E/I Code flags, EIDR, and other unique program-level identifiers.

**Contact Information:** Heidi Steffen, hsteffen@titantv.com

---

**Triveni Digital**

Stop by to see Triveni Digital’s award-winning Station Manager, a state-of-the-art management system that simplifies NEXTGEN TV operations. Also on display will be the new GuideBuilder XM Guest Station Edition for channel-sharing environments and StreamScope XM Analyzer and Monitor with A3SA decryption. All Triveni Digital solutions offer US-based customer support.

**Contact Information:** Ralph Bachofen, rbachofen@trivenidigital.com

---

**VBox**

VBox Newest ATSC 3.0 TV Gateway Testbed Version 3.0 Designed for NextGenTV TV Stations, Developers and Integrators.

We will present Base Station and Companion Device app for mobile devices that bring “ATSC 3 beyond TV” content to mobile and other devices, enables unified of both linear broadcast and “beyond TV” data.

**Contact Information:** Shlomo Turgeman, st@vboxcomm.com